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Craiglist Classified clone script PHP Classifieds Script Q. Why this classified clone script? A. As a site

owner, you must be asking why you should be choosing our PHP classifieds software over the hundreds

of classified scripts that already exist in market? The main reason is in fact very simple and straight

forward, It has developed the software with the minds of the customers satisfaction. If you are looking not

only to setup a classifieds site BUT at the same time, generating a steady stream of revenues, then you

have come to the right place! Sites like Craigslist and Loquo dominated the classifieds market mainly

because of its straight-forward and user-friendly interface that makes posting and reading of classified

ads easy and enjoyable. This is precisely why such classifieds websites are so popular amongst the

online users as compared to the generic solutions offered by our competitors. . Hosting is not included

Features No user registration needed to post! Free to post ads Unlimited categories and subcategories

Unlimited regions, cities and areas Ability to add custom fields for each section Complete search feature,

including custom fields Event Calendar Image Submissions Email verification for ads Image verification

for spam protection Picture upload with ads Automatic resizing of photos to reduce dimensions and size

Option for users to report abuse Automatic expiration of ads after a configurable duration Specify ad

expiration time for each section Automatic deletion of ads after a configuratble number of abuse reports

Form to email the poster, with attachment, without revealing his email Block certain attachments, like

EXEs RSS feed of listings with configuration options Search engine friendly urls for ads (using

mod_rewrite) Language file to change the text used on the site Setup different featured and extended ad

options from the admin Automated Paypal gateway Control all aspects of ads from the admin Block users

by IP address Bad word filter Administrations: Note: These options are set from the configuration file

rather than from the admin; so you won't find all of them in the demo. Site language / Tools Initial city to

show ads from Enable/disable event calendar Enable/disable image submissions Show/hide left and right

sidebars Sort locations and categories alphabetically Number of columns for showing categories

Ads/images per page Show number of ads next to categories Show number of ads next to subcategories

Number of pictures uploadable per ad Maximum picture filesize Allowed picture file types Width and

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=133115926


height of resized pictures and thumbnails JPEG quality of resized images Currency symbol to use

Enable/disable image verification String to replace bad words with Show/hide latest ads in homepage and

number of ads to show Show/hide category list in the left sidebar Maximum number of abuse reports

needed to automatically delete an ad File types and maximum size of attachements allowed when

contacting posters Number of ads to include in the RSS feed Number of characters to show for ad

description in the RSS feed Enable/disable featured ads and extended ads Requirements: PHP 4.3 or

later MySQL 3.23.47 or later Optional Components: Apache server with mod_rewrite support - To enable

search engine friendly URLs. GD Library Support for PHP - To enable security code verification and

automatic resizing of images (GD Library comes pre-packed with PHP 4.3. So if you have PHP 4.3, then

most of the time you will have GD Library as well.)
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